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Dear Racers,

Congratulations to the South African Model Car 

Association on achieving 55 consecutive years of 

sanctioning slot car racing in South Africa. It’s an 

impressive record!

Many of you may know that I am a slot car racer at 

heart and absolutely loved not only the racing and the 

camaraderie that went with it, but also the technical 

aspect of the hobby. In the early 1960’s, my dad Ernie 

was a member of the Ashton-under-Lyne slot car club 

in Lancashire, where he introduced me to the hobby. 

When I was 9-years old, I built and raced a 1/32nd scale 

Cooper Oldsmobile, my first competitive scratch-built 

slot car, which was featured in a race report in a 1964 

issue of Model Cars magazine.

As a member of the Reading slot car club, I pursued 

the hobby with passion into my early working career, 

contributing technical articles to Model Cars magazine, 

and at the same time developing my business skills 

when I partnered with Tony Hough in 1970, a colleague 

at the Atomic Energy Authority in Harwell, Oxfordshire, 

to manufacture and sell slot car components. Our part-

time business was called HB Products - Hough and 

Brawn. I mainly designed and built the chassis and 

hand controllers. 

In the late 1960’s, in order to attract more people 

to the hobby, the Electric Car Racing Association, 

which governed slot racing in Britain, introduced a 

low-cost class of racing, called Formula 32. These 

cars used stock components and a very basic chassis, 

with stringent design limitations. From 1970 to 1975, 

I handmade hundreds of F32 chassis from brass and 

wire, under the HB Products label.

I competed in UK national races and designed and built 

my own open class cars. HB Products also sponsored 

some top British slot car drivers of the time, the most 

notable being Ian Jenson and Pete Hore, both winners 

of multiple British National Championships.

Sadly, I left slot racing behind when I got into full-size 

motor sport in 1976, when I joined March Engineering 

in Bicester. This was entirely due to a lack of spare 

time, rather than a loss of interest! I went to Williams 

in 1978, followed by stints with FORCE/Beatrice and 

Arrows. TWR Jaguar hired me in 1989, where all my 

time was taken up designing the 1991 World Sports Car 

Championship winning Jaguar XJR-14. 

Later that year, I returned to F1 as Technical Director 

at Benetton, helping them win the World Driver’s 

Championship in 1994 and 1995 with Michael 

Schumacher, as well as the 1995 World Constructor’ 

Championship. I joined Ferrari in late 1996, where I 

once again teamed-up with Michael Schumacher and 

as the Scuderia’s technical director, I worked alongside 

a brilliant South African engineer, Rory Byrne. I’m very 

proud of the fact that we were able, as a team, to help 

Ferrari regain its former glory, when Ferrari won the 

Constructors’ Championship in 1999, the first of six 

consecutive titles. 

At the end of 2006 I took a sabbatical, until November 

2007, when I was appointed as Team Principal of 

Honda F1. A year later, on 5th December 2008, Honda 

unfortunately announced their withdrawal from 

Formula One, leaving a brand new chassis for 2009, but 

with no engines. Three months later, we engineered a 

management buy-out and announced our entry to 

the 2009 F1 World Championship, under the new 

name BrawnGP, using Mercedes Ilmor engines.

For the first Grand Prix of 2009 in Australia, Jenson 

Button qualified the BrawnGP on pole position, with 

Rubens Barrichello second. They went on to finish 

in that order. Of the 19 Grand Prix races in the 2009 

season, Jenson won six and Rubens won two, finishing 

1st and 2nd in four races, with Jenson becoming 

World Driver’s Champion and BrawnGP winning the 

constructors title. At the end of 2009, BrawnGP was 

bought by Mercedes-AMG Petronas, who with Lewis 

Hamilton, Nico Rosberg and Valtteri Bottas as drivers, 

have a record of which I am very proud.

There is little doubt that slot car racing helped develop 

my competitive nature, technical and business skills in 

my formative years. I wish you and SAMCA a safe and 

successful 55th Anniversary Grand Prix.

Yours in racing,

ROSS BRAWN

FORMULA ONE MANAGING DIRECTOR
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INTRODUCTION
The Port Elizabeth Model Racing 
Car Club (PEMRCC) is honoured 
to host the South African Model 
Car Association’s 55th Anniversary 
Grand Prix. This is of particular 
significance to us, since the very 
first SAMCA sanctioned Grand 
Prix was hosted by the Aberaz 
Slot Racing Club in Port Elizabeth 
in 1966.

CHAIRMAN: ANDREW NYAKUSINGA 
Port Elizabeth Model Racing Car Club

PEMRCC ADDRESS

Port Elizabeth Model Racing Car Club (PEMRCC)

1 Holden Street 

North End

Gqeberha 

6001

GPS: 2JX5+WG Gqeberha

SECRETARY: CLINTON JOHNSON
TEL:  076 779 8428

EMAIL: clint@greenpepperproductions.com

PROVISIONAL SCHEDULE*

THURSDAY  7th October 2021  Practice / 2 

     Hour Team  

     Race

FRIDAY   8th October 2021  Production

SATURDAY  9th October 2021 GT12

*A detailed programme will follow closer to the event.

HOW TO ENTER

Enter by completing the online entry form on 

the SAMCA website:

WWW.SAMCA .ORG. ZA

ENTRY FEES

HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS AND REGISTERED 
MEMBERS: R60 per class

REGISTERED JUNIOR MEMBERS: R30 per class

Persons not a member of an Affiliated Club may apply 

for Temporary Membership for the event and shall pay 

R50 registration fee plus R60 per class. 

1.  TRACK SPECIFICATIONS
LAP LENGTH: 42m

NUMBER OF LANES: 6
BRAID RECESS:  +0.18mm (0.007”)

POWER: Each lane has individual 13.5 volts / 30 amps power supplies

CONTROLLER WIRING DIAGRAM

POLARITY: 
Positive on the right and negative on the left of the slot, in the direction of travel.

CONTROLLER PLUGS: 
Each lane has duplicate 5 amp sockets wired as per the diagram below, connected 
to a three-position selector switch giving on/off/on facilities.

AS SEEN FROM ABOVE:

STAY IN TOUCH

  You can get updates about the event by ‘liking’ 

and following the SAMCA Facebook page.

 www.facebook.com/southafricanmodelcar

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact 

any of the following SAMCA Committee members:

CHAIRMAN: COLIN LOTZ
EMAIL: lotzcg@gmail.com

MOBILE:  083 607 2753

SECRETARY AND VICE CHAIRMAN: 
GUSTAV HEYMANN
EMAIL:  gustav.heymann1@gmail.com

MOBILE:  082 788 1393

TREASURER: ANTHONY B ITHREY
EMAIL: anthonyb459@gmail.com

MOBILE: 082 321 1388

COVID-19 PRECAUTIONS

We are in the midst of a deadly worldwide pandemic. 

Please consider your fellow competitors at all times. It 

is recommended that masks are worn, social distancing 

is adhered to where possible, and you sanitise your 

hands frequently.

CATERING

PEMRCC will arrange catering. There will be an honour 

bar. Please ensure that your tab is settled at the end of 

each day.

Track [black] Power [white]

19mm

E

N L

Brake [red]
20mm

7mm

5mm

Track [black] Power [white]

19mm

E

N L

Brake [red]
20mm

7mm

5mm
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2.1.3.4  Front wheel decals or a reasonable hand drawn/

painted facsimile +/- 16 mm in diameter may be 

applied instead of chassis mounted front wheels. 

These must correspond to the position of the 

front wheels as provided on the body shell.

2.1.3.5  Bodies shall have, in the appropriate position, 

a presentably painted 2 or 3 dimensional driver 

consisting of the head, shoulders, hands and 

the upper half of a steering wheel.

2.1.3.6  Bodies shall clearly display two racing 

numbers, with a minimum height of 6mm, 

numbers will be issued based on the results of 

the Open Class from the previous season.

2.1.4 CHASSIS
2.1.4.1  Chassis must be a Commercially Available and 

homologated by SAMCA for competition.

2.1.4.2  Chassis currently homologated are from the 

following manufacturers: AB SlotSport, B 

Slotcar Products, DVR, Lotz, Mack, Red Fox 

and Mossetti Racing.

2.1.4.3  Chassis must be available in kit form or 

assembled RTR form and must retail for less 

than R2 000 when assembled.

2.1.4.4  Chassis may be modified, provided that the 

original design is not altered.

2.1.4.5  Weight may be added to the top of the chassis 

but magnetic traction aids are not permitted.

2.1.4.6  Chassis shall not project from the body, or be 

visible when viewed from above.

2.1.4.7 Rear axle ball bearings are permitted.

2.1.4.8  Skids may be added to the front of the 

chassis but must conform to the shape and 

size of the chassis.

2.1.5 GUIDE
2.1.5.1  The guide shall be made from a plastic, nylon, 

or other non-metallic material.

2.1.5.2  The guide shall present a smooth surface to 

the slot and have no sharp edges, which could 

damage the track surface.

2.  CAR SPECIFICATIONS
DEFINITIONS
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE: In terms of these rules a 
Commercially Available item shall be defined as any 
item, that is or has been offered for sale in ample 
quantities and for an adequate period of time, that is or 
was freely available to any customer, that has not been 
modified by the seller specifically for select customers, 
and at a price that is or was at the time of sale 
comparable to other similar products in the marketplace.

2.1 GT12

2.1.1  ALL CARS MUST COMPLY WITH 
THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS 
AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF AND 
DURING EACH EVENT:

2.1.2 CARS
2.1.2.1  Cars shall have a maximum overall width of 

83mm. 

2.1.2.2  Cars shall have a maximum height of 40mm 

measured from the track surface.

2.1.2.3  No part of the car, except braids, tyres and 

skids shall touch the track when stationary.

2.1.3 BODIES 
2.1.3.1  Bodies shall be Commercially Available 

1/24th sports racing prototype semi-scale or 

silhouette bodies. (These are generally listed by 

manufacturers such as GTP, GT1 or LMP bodies.) 

2.1.3.2  Bodies shall be painted or otherwise finished in 

a presentable manner, with transparent 

windscreen where applicable. 

2.1.3.3  Bodies shall have cut out or clear wheel 

arches which at least correspond in position 

and size with the wheels on the chassis. Not 

applicable if a wheel decal or painted wheel 

facsimile is used.

2.1.5.3  The guide pivot mounting shall be fixed 

and centred on the chassis when viewed 

from the front.

2.1.5.4  The guide shall have a maximum length of 

28mm and may penetrate the slot by no more 

than 6.35mm.

2.1.5.5  The guide shall be fully enclosed by the 

body used.

2.1.5.6 Weighted guides are not permitted.

2.1.6 TYRES
2.1.6.1  Driving wheels shall be fitted with tyres made 

from black sponge rubber.

2.1.6.2  If non-driving wheels are fitted, the tyres shall 

be made from rubber or similar material and 

must be visible from the sides.

2.1.7 AIRDAMS & SPOILERS
2.1.7.1  No additional aerodynamic devices may 

be fitted.

2.1.8 MOTORS
2.1.8.1  Only Commercially Available Group 12 “C” 

Can and Euro Mini-Can (FK) based motors are 

permitted.

2.1.8.2  Only manufacturer tagged Group 12 (‘12’, ‘H12’, 

‘X12’) armatures are permitted. Such armatures 

may be hand wound and have drill blank 

shafts.

2.1.8.3 Brushes may be shunted.

2.1.8.4 Can and endbell ball bearings may be fitted.

2.1.8.5 Motors may be shortened.
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2.2 PRODUCTION 

2.2.1  ALL CARS MUST COMPLY WITH THE 
FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS AT THE 
COMMENCEMENT OF AND DURING EACH 
EVENT:

2.2.2 CARS
2.2.2.1  Cars shall have a maximum overall width of 

83mm.

2.2.2.2  Cars shall have a maximum height of 40mm 

measured from the track surface.

2.2.2.3  No part of the car, except braids, tyres and 

skids shall touch the track when stationary.

2.2.3 BODIES
2.2.3.1  Bodies shall be Commercially Available 1/24th 

closed road-going touring / saloon, sports or 

GT semi-scale bodies. (These are generally 

listed by manufacturers such as DTM bodies.)

2.2.3.2  Bodies must be cut according to the 

specifications below:

2.2.3.2.1  A minimum height of 21mm, measured from 

the track surface to where the bottom of the 

windscreen meets the hood/bonnet.

2.2.3.2.2  A maximum height of 40mm, measured from 

the track surface.

2.2.3.3  Bodies shall be painted or otherwise finished 

in a presentable manner, with transparent 

windscreen and windows where applicable. 

2.2.3.4  Bodies shall have cut out or clear wheel arches 

which at least correspond in position and size 

with the wheels on the chassis. Not applicable 

if a wheel decal or painted wheel facsimile are 

used.

2.2.3.5  Front wheel decals or a reasonable hand 

drawn/painted facsimile +/- 16mm in diameter 

may be applied instead of chassis mounted 

front wheels. These must correspond to the 

position of the front wheels as provided on the 

body shell. 

2.2.3.6  Bodies shall have, in the appropriate position, 

a presentably painted 2 or 3 dimensional driver 

consisting of the head, shoulders, hands and 

the upper half of a steering wheel.

2.2.3.7  Bodies shall clearly display two racing 

numbers, with a minimum height of 6mm, 

numbers will be issued based on the results of 

the Open Class from the previous season.

2.2.4 CHASSIS
2.2.4.1  Chassis must be a Commercially Available 

formed and stamped steel chassis and be 

homologated by SAMCA for competition.

2.2.4.2  Chassis currently homologated are from the 

following manufacturers: JK Products and 

Mossetti Racing.

2.2.4.3  No filing, cutting or structural alteration of the 

chassis is permitted, other than those detailed 

below.

2.2.4.3.1 Pillow blocks may be braced.

2.2.4.3.2 A gear guard may be added.

2.2.4.3.3 A guide flag mount may be reinforced.

2.2.4.3.4 A motor brace may be added.

2.2.4.3.5  The holes to locate the motor may be filed to 

facilitate alignment.

2.2.4.3.6  Floating or fixed body pin tubing may be 

added.

2.2.4.3.7  Skids may be added to the front of the chassis 

but must conform to the shape and size of the 

chassis.

2.2.4.4 Weight may be added to the top of the chassis.

2.2.4.5 Magnetic traction aids are not permitted.

2.2.4.6  The original Bite Bar may be substituted with a 

Bite Bar of a different material, diameter and/

or shape.

2.2.4.7 The motor may be soldered to the chassis.

2.2.4.8  Chassis shall not project from the body, or be 

visible when viewed from above.

2.2.4.9 Rear axle ball bearings are permitted.

2.2.5 GUIDE
2.2.5.1  The guide shall be made from a plastic, nylon 

or other non-metallic material.

2.2.5.2  The guide shall present a smooth surface to 

the slot and have no sharp edges, which could 

damage the track surface.

2.2.5.3  The guide pivot mounting shall be fixed and 

centred on the chassis when viewed from the 

front.

2.2.5.4  The guide shall have a maximum length of 

28mm and may penetrate the slot by no more 

than 6.35mm.

2.2.5.5  The guide shall be fully enclosed by the body 

used.

2.2.5.6 Weighted guides are not permitted.

2.2.6 TYRES
2.2.6.1  Driving wheels shall be fitted with black tyres 

made from sponge rubber.

2.2.6.2  If non-driving wheels are fitted, the tyres shall 

be made from rubber or similar material and 

must be visible from the sides.

2.2.7 AIRDAMS & SPOILERS
2.2.7.1  No additional aerodynamic devices may be 

fitted.

2.2.8 MOTORS
2.2.8.1  Only Commercially Available “D” Can motors 

are permitted.

2.2.8.2  Only manufacturer tagged “16D” or “S16D” 

armatures are permitted. Such armatures may 

be hand wound and have drill blank shafts.

2.2.8.3 Brushes may be shunted.

2.2.8.4 Can and endbell ball bearings may be fitted.
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3.  RACE FORMAT
IMPORTANT NOTE: This is an overview of the racing format. Competitors should 

familiarise themselves with the actual Racing Rules contained in the SAMCA 

Rulebook.

All drivers compete in Open Class, as well as in their respective driver classes (Pro, 

Expert or Amateur).

QUALIFYING HEATS
• All drivers race on 4 lanes, 3 minutes per lane. 

• A driver’s highest lap score from any one of their 4 qualifying races 

determines their qualifying position in their Driver Class as well as Open 

Class.

• In the event of a tie each subsequent highest lap score shall be used to 

resolve the tie.

• The Top Qualifier sits-out for Open Class Semi-final 2.

• The second Top Qualifier sits-out for Open Class Semi-final 1

• The Top Qualifier in each Driver Class in the Qualifying Heats shall qualify 

for the Final in that class.

OPEN QUARTER- FINALS
• Except for the Top Qualifier and the second Top Qualifier, drivers 

compete in 6 x 2 minute Open Quarter-finals. 

• Positions 21st – 26th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the first 

Open Quarter-final.

• Positions 15th – 20th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the 

second Open Quarter-final.

• Positions 9th – 14th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the third 

Open Quarter-final.

• Positions 3rd – 8th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the last 

Open Quarter-final.

After each Qualifying Heat, cars will be taken to parc fermé. Drivers may remove their 

cars only after two races from their last race. Drivers must ensure that their cars are 

placed back in parc fermé at least two heats before their next heat. 

Quarter-finalists will be given 15 minutes to prepare and place their cars in parc fermé. 

After the Quarter-finals, all Open Semi-finalists will be given 15 minutes to prepare 

and place their cars in parc fermé.

SEMI - FINALS
Semi-finals will be raced in the following order: Open Class Semi-final 1, Open Class 

Semi-final 2, Amateur Semi-finals, Expert Semi-finals, Pro Semi-finals.

OPEN SEMI - FINALS
The top two qualifiers from the Qualifying Heats as well as the top 10 drivers from the 

Open Quarter-finals compete in two 6 x 2 minutes Open Class Semi-finals, as follows: 

OPEN SEMI - FINAL 1 OPEN SEMI - FINAL 2

2nd Qualifier Top Qualifier

1st from Quarter-finals 2nd from Quarter-finals

3rd from Quarter-finals 4th from Quarter-finals

5th from Quarter-finals 6th from Quarter-finals

7th from Quarter-finals 8th from Quarter-finals

9th from Quarter-finals 10th from Quarter-finals

Cars from Open Semi-final 1 will be taken to parc fermé until the end of Open 

Semi-final 2.

AMATEUR SEMI - FINALS
• Except for the Top Qualifier in Amateur Class, all Amateur drivers compete 

in 6 x 2 minute Amateur Semi-finals. 

• Positions 8th – 13th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the first 

Amateur Semi-final.

• Positions 2nd – 7th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the last 

Amateur Semi-final.

EXPERT SEMI - FINALS
• Except for the Top Qualifier in Expert Class, all Expert drivers compete in 6 

x 2 minute Expert Semi-finals. 

• Positions 8th – 13th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the first 

Expert Semi-final.

• Positions 2nd – 7th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the last 

Expert Semi-final.

PRO SEMI - FINALS
• Except for the Top Qualifier in Pro Class, all Pro drivers compete in 6 x 2 

minute Pro Semi-finals. 

• Positions 8th – 13th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the first Pro 

Semi-final.

• Positions 2nd – 7th from the Qualifying Heats will compete in the last Pro 

Semi-final.

EXPERT FINAL
The top 5 drivers from the Expert Semi-finals, as well as the Top Qualifier 

in the Expert Class from the Qualifying Heats shall compete in a 6 x 3 minute 

Expert Class Final.

PRO FINAL
The top 5 drivers from the Pro Semi-finals, as well as the fastest Pro Class 

qualifier from the Qualifying Heats, compete in a 6 x 3 minute Pro Final.

AMATEUR FINAL
The top 5 drivers from the Amateur Semi-finals, as well as the fastest Amateur 

Class qualifier from the Qualifying Heats, compete in a 6 x 3 minute Amateur 

Final.

OPEN FINAL
The top 6 drivers from the Open Semi-finals shall compete in a 6 x 3 minute 

Open Final.

FINALS
All Finals will be raced after all the Semi-finals are completed and in the following 

order: Expert Final, Pro Final, Amateur Final, Open Final.

A two minute warm-up shall be held before each Final. Drivers may adjust braids and 

check / apply tyre traction before the cars are lined-up at the starting line.
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4.  RACING RULES
IMPORTANT NOTE: This is an overview. Competitors 

should familiarise themselves with the actual Racing 

Rules contained in the SAMCA Rulebook.

a.  After scrutineering, all cars will be 

impounded in parc fermé.

b.  After each Qualifying Heat cars will be 

taken back into parc fermé. Drivers may 

remove their cars only after two races from 

their last race. Drivers must ensure that their 

cars are placed back into parc fermé two 

heats before their next heat.

c.  After the Qualifying Heats, all Quarter-

finalists will be given 15 minutes to prepare 

and place their cars into parc fermé. 

d.  After the Quarter-finals, all Open Semi-

finalists will be given 15 minutes to prepare 

and place their cars into parc fermé.

e.  Cars from Open Semi-final 1 will be taken 

back into parc fermé until the end of Open 

Semi-final 2.

f.  The use of parc fermé for the Pro, Expert 

and Amateur class races and the finals 

will be determined by the Clerk of the 

Course on the day of each event taking into 

consideration the number of competitors 

and time available.

g.  A competitor may use different cars in 

different races as long as the car has been 

scrutineered.

h.  No driver may handle their car during a race 

while the track power is on without prior 

consent from Race Control.

i.  No repairs may be carried out by a marshal 

during any race while the power to the 

track is on. If a car requires repairing, 

marshals must, without deserting their 

post, pass the car to a competitor not 

involved with the race.

7. MARSHALLING
IMPORTANT NOTE: This is an overview of the 

rules pertaining to Marshalling. Competitors should 

familiarise themselves with the actual rules contained in 

the SAMCA Rulebook. Note that penalties are applied 

if drivers don’t avail themselves of marshalling duties 

when required. Please refer to the relevant section in 

the SAMCA Rulebook.

a.  All drivers not participating in a specific 

race shall avail themselves for marshalling. 

Specifically, drivers from the previous race 

will marshal the next two races and be ready 

at a marshalling point within two minutes 

after the line-up orders for the next race are 

given by RACE CONTROL.

b.  Marshals must remain quiet and not enter 

into discussions or debate with anyone while 

performing marshalling duties and shall at 

all times focus on their assigned part of the 

track.

c.  A marshal may not leave the marshalling 

position for any reason and shall not sit, 

eat, drink or operate their cell phones while 

performing duties during racing.

d.  Marshals must ensure that when a car de-

slots, the cars is picked up and out of the 

way of approaching cars. If this cannot be 

done in time and other cars de-slot as a 

result, the latter should be replaced first. 

If it cannot be determined which car was 

responsible for an accident, the car on the 

outer lane should be replaced first.

e.  No verbal or any other form of abuse of 

marshals will be allowed, either by drivers or 

any other person.

j.  Work on a car is not permitted during a 

Track Call except in the case of a car falling 

on the floor, where a driver will be permitted 

to reset their braids, tyres and body before 

the race is continued.

k.   Work on a car is permitted during a lane 

change.

l.  No tyre traction additive or any similar 

solvent (except those used for track 

cleaning purposes) may be applied directly 

to the track at any time before or during a 

race.

m.  Tyre traction additive may only be applied 

to a car on a straight. Should a driver’s car 

be on a corner and they wish to apply tyre 

traction additive, they must move their car 

back at least 30 cm before the end of the 

straight preceding the corner.

5.  TRACK CALLS
IMPORTANT NOTE: This is an overview of the rules 

pertaining to Track Calls. Competitors should familiarise 

themselves with the actual rules contained in the 

SAMCA Rulebook. Note that penalties are applied if 

Track Calls are abused. Please refer to the relevant 

section in the SAMCA Rulebook.

A Track Call shall be called by shouting “TRACK!”.

a. A driver may only call Track if:
i.  A car de-slots onto a lane occupied by 

another car

ii.  They suspect that a fault on the track is 

preventing their car from completing a 

normal lap

iii.  A car de-slots on the main straight and 

stops more than 2 meters from a marshal

iv.  A car flies across the lap counter during a 

crash in the lap counter area.

v.  A car crosses the lap counter area in a lane 

not its own

vi. A car cannot be recovered

vii. A car comes to rest under a bridge

viii. A car lands on the floor

b. A marshal may only make a Track Call if:
i.  A car de-slots onto a lane occupied by 

another car

ii.  They suspect that a fault on the track is 

preventing a car from completing a normal 

lap

iii.  A car de-slots on the main straight and 

stops more than 2 meters from a marshal

iv.  A car flies across the lap counter during a 

crash in the lap counter area.

c.  In the event of a Track Call, Race Control 
shall cut the power to the track by use of 
the pause key. The race will be re-started 
on the command “3, 2, 1, GO.” by the Race 
Controller.

6. LANE CHANGES
a.  Drivers are given 60 seconds for a lane 

change.

b.  Drivers are responsible for their own lane 

change and to ensure that their car is placed 

on the correct lane with the correct colour 

lane sticker firmly applied, nevertheless a 

marshal or on request a fellow competitor 

may change their car.

c.  Work on a car is permitted during a lane 

change.

d.  Lane change sequence: Blue - Yellow - Red - 

Green - Black - White.

GT12

PRODUCTION
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Refining the theme using HO scale electric train motors 

and 12 volt car batteries for track power, a group of 

British hobbyists from the Southport Model Engineering 

Society, built a six-lane 60’ track. The guide-rail was 

made using HO scale train track. In the same year, the 

Southport club held its first Grand Prix, with some 

30 cars entered. This event was reported in detail in 

Model Maker magazine and table-top car racing took 

off in England in a big way. Early in 1955, a group in 

Kalamazoo, Michigan, formed the Model Automobile 

Racing Association (MARA) and built a track and cars 

to conform to ‘Southport Standards’. 

In 1956, MARA mailed four cars to Southport, to be 

raced by proxy in the Southport Grand Prix. Their cars 

took second and fourth place in the event, which is the 

first officially recorded ‘proxy race’.  

THE RISE, THE FALL & THE RE-
EMERGENCE OF SLOT CAR RACING

Slot car home racing systems became popular in 1957, 

when a small British company, Minimodels Ltd, unveiled 

a commercially available slot car home racing set at the 

Harrogate Toy Fair, under the product name Scalextric 

(Scalex-electric). With a recessed slot and electrical 

contact strips on either side of the slot, the system 

looked far more realistic than the protruding rails of 

the rail racing tracks. Orders flooded in, outstripping 

the company’s production capacity so much, that 

in November 1958 Minimodels sold out to the Triang 

group, a company with much larger resources. Triang 

quickly introduced many improvements. Variable speed 

hand throttles replaced the original ‘dapper’ type 

controller and the track was changed from rubber to 

polyethylene.

 

Scalextric proved immensely successful both in 

Britain and abroad, and other manufacturers soon 

climbed on the bandwagon. Within a short space of 

time, British companies such as VIP, Wrenn, SRM and 

Airfix introduced their own slot racing systems, and in 

America manufacturers such as Aurora, Strombecker, 
A.C. Gilbert and Eldon produced theirs. In Europe, 

manufacturers included Miniamil, Circuit 24 and Jouef in 

France; and Faller, Fleischman and Carrera in Germany.

By 1963/64, slot car racing had become so popular, 

that it fast became big business. You had Jim Clark 

appearing in advertisements for Scalextric, while Jouef 
had film star Alain Delon and Aurora featured Stirling 

Moss. During this time, Aurora sold some two million 

slot racing sets and over 12 million cars.

The hobby side of the industry was also booming, with 

the first national association, the ECRA (Electric Car 

Racing Association), being formed in Britain in 1961. 

At the end of that year, Revell came out with the first 

mass-produced, low-price, high-quality slot racing 

car kit, soon followed by Monogram, K&B, MPC, AMT, 

Cox, Atlas and others. The Japanese toy and hobby 

manufacturers were quick to follow, with companies 

such as Tamiya, Tokyo Plamo, Marusan, etc. producing 

cars and sets.

The popularity of the hobby was fuelled by the amazing 

growth of commercial raceway centres, particularly 

 A BRIEF HISTORY OF 

SLOT CAR 
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in the USA. The first ones probably sprung up around 

1961 (in California, Texas or Chicago, depending on who 

tells the story). The race was on, and luxurious slot car 

racing emporiums were established, featuring up to 

seven professionally-manufactured 8-lane tracks, some 

over 100 meters (300 ft) long, with 80-degree banks 

at the end of 17 meter (50 ft.) straights. By 1966, there 

were some 3,000 commercial raceways in the United 

States and over 200 in Europe. They sold the latest 

cars, controllers and parts to hordes of enthusiasts, 

resulting in the slot racing industry generating annual 

sales in excess of $500 million for three years in a row.

In addition to the established hobby brands,  

specialised companies like Russkit, Dynamic, Classic, 

Champion and Mura emerged to ride the crest of the 

wave, giving rise to professional slot car racing. In 

the United States, the American Model Car Racing 

Congress announced a contest with $100,000 in prizes, 

and Strombecker organised a nation-wide contest for 

young drivers, with the grand prize being a trip to Paris. 

In Paris, meanwhile, a major competition at the Palais 

Berlitz racing centre in 1966 attracted an incredible 

10,240 drivers, all vying for the first prize of a real  

Matra sports car. 

Slot racing at commercial centres reached its pinnacle in 

1966. Unfortunately, as early as 1967, the bubble began 

to burst. It had become a veritable arms race, with the 

cars becoming increasingly sophisticated and expensive. 

Manufacturers formed their own factory teams, finding 

the best young drivers and sponsoring them in the 

big races. An over-the-counter car was no longer 

competitive, since you now had to rewind the motor, 

design and build your own chassis using brass tube and 

piano wire, and spend hours tuning and testing. 

As a result of the escalating cost and competition, it 

was becoming impossible to compete with the pro’s 

and youngsters deserted the commercial raceways 

in droves. By 1969, there were only 50 commercial 

raceways left in the United States.
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A
lthough the origin of electric model  

cars can be traced back to the turn  

of the 20th century, it is generally 

accepted that slot car racing is a direct 

descendent of rail racing, which was 

popular from the mid to late 1950s. According to 

Richard Dempewolf’s book, Table-Top Car Racing,  

the first model electric racing cars started to whizz 

around table-top tracks in England shortly after  

World War II. 

D.J. Laidlaw-Dickson, editor of Model Maker magazine, 

credits Geoffrey Deason as the founder of rail-racing. 

Deason wrote an article for Model Maker in 1948, 

suggesting that battery-driven cars could be raced  

on small indoor tracks guided by wooden rails.

Late in 1954, a reader wrote to Model Maker to say that 

he had installed an electric motor in a wind-up toy car 

that ran on a slightly raised rail, from which it picked 

up current. A second rail, flush with the track surface, 

provided the negative current. Brass shim-stock was 

used for pick-ups beneath the chassis and a rheostat 

controlled the speed. A single shoe-type guide, 

attached to the chassis, guided the car along the raised 

rail, but allowed it to slide and even leave the track if 

driven too quickly.
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Fortunately, many slot racing clubs around the world 

survived and Scalextric continued to produce home 

racing sets and cars, but the halcyon days of the mid 

1960s had slipped into oblivion. The early 1990s saw 

the beginning of a revival, particularly in home set 

racing, thanks mainly to a new Spanish manufacturer, 

Ninco, who began producing cars and later sets of 

superior quality than Scalextric’ offerings at the time, 

which had started to take on a ‘toyish’ feel. By the mid 

1990s, another Spanish manufacturer, Fly Model Car, 
upped the game even further when they introduced 

cars with an exceptional level of detail. This impetus 

gave rise to a mini-boom in commercial raceway 

centres, particularly in the USA. 

On the home racing front, the hobby is currently 

experiencing good growth, with Scalextric again 

producing top quality and innovative products along 

with Carrera. A host of smaller manufacturers also 

produce excellent models, the most notable being 

Italy’s Slot.it and NSR.

S
lot racing in South Africa became popular 

with the introduction of Scalextric and 

in the early 1960s, large numbers of 

‘Scalextric’ clubs sprung up all over the 

country, with many leisure and sports clubs 

having track layouts.

The hobby took off in a big way when commercial 

raceways opened in the mid 1960s. Pix Raceways was 

located in Johannesburg, but the most impressive of 

all was Miniways, located on Cape Town’s foreshore. 

Miniways had three huge eight lane AMF tracks; a 

155’ Blue King, a 110’ Orange Monarch and a 90’ Black 

Prince. There was also a second raceway in Cape Town, 

located in Sea Point. The raceways sold vast inventories 

of cars, controllers and spare parts. Around 1968, by 

which time the worldwide slot racing boom was already 

over, the raceways closed down. 

1/32nd scale clubs, many with wooden routed tracks, 

were however the mainstay of slot racing in South 

Africa. Cars were mainly scratch-built by enthusiasts 

building their own chassis from brass and steel rod and 

tuning their own motors. 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN MODEL 
CAR ASSOCIATION (SAMCA)

Ecurie Elite Model Racing Car Club (EEMRCC), which 

was founded in Durban in 1963 and is still active today, 

hosted national slot car racing events even before 

the formation of SAMCA. With interest in the hobby 

growing exponentially and with new clubs springing up 

across the country, clubs in the Eastern Cape and Natal 

got together and decided to form the South African 

Model Car Association (SAMCA), the purpose of which 

and still is to standardise rules and regulations and 

sanction national championship racing.

The first SAMCA sanctioned Grand Prix was held in 1966 

at the Aberaz Slot Racing Club in Port Elizabeth, with the 

second round held at the Ecurie Elite Model Racing Car 

Club. Ever since then, Grands Prix have been held every 

year, with 2021 being the Association’s 55th consecutive 

year sanctioning national championship slot car racing.

Over the past 54 years, more than 50 slot racing 

clubs have affiliated to SAMCA, with more than 900 

individuals participating in 235 SAMCA Grands Prix.

When SAMCA introduced national championship racing 

in 1966, two car classes were raced (Sports/GT and F1). 

The following year a Saloon Class was added. These 

classes continued to be raced until 1970, when in order 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF 
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ABOVE: Policar March 701 No.24 South African 

Grand Prix 1971, driven by John Love. ABOVE: The first SAMCA Grand Prix Brochure.
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stopped in the early 2000’s to accommodate racing  

all the car classes, although a driver class structure was 

retained, but only from a results perspective.

For 2021, the number of car classes has been reduced to 

just two, namely GT12 and Production and both 1/24th 

scale, these being the fastest and most technically 

advanced cars raced in South Africa. Driver graded 

racing has also been reintroduced. The reason is firstly, 

as cars became more developed and more expensive, 

most competitors weren’t keen to spend a lot more 

money maintaining cars for all the car classes. Secondly, 

competitors realised that almost the same drivers were 

always at the top of each of the car classes. In driver 

graded racing, driver’s race against other drivers with 

more or less equal ability and experience. There is 

now more one on one racing, which is closer and more 

enjoyable, and as they advance, drivers are able to move 

up through the driver grading ranks in the following years. 

The very first South African Champion was Andre 

Thomas from the Ecurie Elite club in Natal, who won the 

Sports/GT class in 1966 and 1967, as well as the Saloon 

car class in 1967. Mike Baxter, from another Natal club, 

Equipe Veloce, won the 1966 Grand Prix class.

GUSTAV HEYMANN 
83 TITLES 
337 WINS

ANTHONY BITHREY  
13 TITLES  
47 WINS

COLIN LOTZ 
4 TITLES 
35 WINS

HENNIE PETZER 
2 TITLES 
25 WINS

JOHAN LOUTER 
8 TITLES 
19 WINS

LOUISE PETZER 
3 TITLES 
16 WINS

ABOVE: André Thomas 

(left) won the first SAMCA 

National Championship, 

which was held in 1966.

RIGHT: Mike Seary’s 1975 SA 

Championship winning car.

FAR RIGHT: Gustav 

Heymann used the car 

pictured to win the SA 

Championship from  

1988-1991.

to bolster low attendance, one class was dropped and 

a driver graded system introduced, where drivers with 

similar ability and experience raced together in four 

graded classes A, B, C and D. In 1971, due to the success 

of the driver graded racing, a further car class was 

dropped, leaving only an Open Class in which any car 

could be entered as long as the chassis or wheels could 

not be seen from above. Drivers competed for overall 

honours in the Open class and then also racing in the 

four driver graded classes. 

With driver graded racing, the overall winner of the SA 

Championship is the driver with the most points in Open 

class, while Class Champion titles are bestowed upon the 

winners of each of the driver graded classes. At the end 

of 1979 D class was dropped, but until the mid-1990’s 

the driver graded system of three classes remained 

unchanged and was highly successful, with entries of up 

to 50 competitors at Grands Prix not being unusual.

A Production car class was introduced in 1993, initially 

only for entry by C Class graded drivers. In 1998 further 

car classes were added, which were now open to all 

competitors. Up until 2020, SAMCA raced between four 

to six different car classes. Driver graded racing was 

The most successful SAMCA slot racer ever is Pretoria 

Model Car Club’s Gustav Heymann, who still currently 

races, with 83 championship titles and 337 wins, followed 

by Anthony Bithrey, also PMCC, with 13 titles and 47 wins. 

Johan Louter from Ecurie Elite Model Racing Car Club 

has 8 titles and 19 wins, while Colin Lotz from the Port 

Elizabeth Model Racing Car Club has 4 titles and 35 wins. 

South Africa’s first lady of Slot Racing, Louise Petzer, from 

the East London Slot Car Club, has 3 titles and 16 wins. 

South African slot car racers have competed in the 

International Slot Racing Association (ISRA) World 

Championships. Russell Sheldon, 1980 South African 

Champion, set the trend in 1992, competing in the very 

first ISRA event, which was held in eská Lípa in the 

former Czechoslovakia. 

Multiple times South African Champion, Gustav 

Heymann, has competed in ISRA events in Holland, the 

United Kingdom, Italy and Canada, acquitting himself 

extremely well against the world’s best slot racers, while 

other South Africans who competed abroad were Johan 

Louter and Anthony Bithrey, also multiple times South 

African Champions, two-times SA Champion Fanie 

Viljoen and also Dawie Van Rooyen, who built superb 

chassis which were bought and raced by slot racers 

around the world, including the winning ES32 chassis in 

the 2002 World Championship in San Francisco.

A number of overseas racers, including British National 

Champions Geoff Mitchell, Charlie Gooding, Mark 

Harrison and Brian Saunders, as well as World Champion 

Brazilian racer Gugu Bernardino and Pro Slot’s Denny 

Kershner (USA), have raced in SAMCA events in the past. 

More recently, Sandy Wedderburn (Scotland) and Rob 

Lees (England) raced in the 2019 Cambridge Grand Prix.

Ex-South Africans Dennis Samson (USA) and Dr John 

Rautenbach (Scotland), along with ex-Zimbabweans 

Rob Pigott (Bangladesh), Des Dunsire (Australia) 

and Ivan Charoux (Mauritius) also raced in the 2019 

Cambridge Grand Prix.



AFFILIATED CLUBS

EASTERN CAPE

EAST LONDON SLOT 
CAR CLUB
Dyer street

Arcadia

East London

5201

CHAIRMAN: Hennie Petzer

TEL: 082 448 3221

EMAIL: hpetzer001@gmail.com

EASTERN CAPE

PORT ELIZABETH MODEL 
RACING CAR CLUB
1 Holden street

North End

Gqeberha

6001

CHAIRMAN: Andrew Nyakusinga 

TEL: 073 185 6865 

EMAIL: andrew.nyakusinga@gmail.com

GAUTENG

PRETORIA MODEL 
CAR CLUB
6 Roer Road

Dalpark Indoor Sports Centre

Brakpan

1543

CHAIRMAN: Anthony Bithrey

TEL: 082 321 1388

EMAIL: anthonyb459@gmail.com

KWAZULU-NATAL

ECURIE ELITE MODEL 
RACING CAR CLUB
199 Kenyon Howden Road

Woodlands

Durban

4004

CHAIRMAN: Lance Cranmer

TEL: 082 321 6911

EMAIL: cranmerlance@yahoo.com

Pretoria Atoms 1968 

Kinleyside Bulawayo 1980

Newcastle 1980

Club 99 Bulawayo 1969
Ecurie Elite 1963

Phoenix, Kroonstad 1972

Ecurie Elite 1978
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Pretoria Model Car Club 1980

Ecurie Elite Grand Prix 1968
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YEAR SPORTS SALOON GRAND PRIX

1966 Andre Thomas - Mike Baxter

1967 Andre Thomas Andre Thomas Jimmy Cramer

1968 Chris Rodd Chris Rodd Hennie Prinsloo

1969 Mike Brennan Chris Rodd Alan Varty

1970 Andy Catterall - Alan Varty

SOUTH AFRICAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 1966 - 2020
WINNERS OF THE 1/32 SPORTS, SALOON AND GRAND PRIX CLASSES
1966 – 1970

WINNERS OF THE 1/32 OPEN CLASS
1971 – 2009

YEAR SOUTH AFRICAN CHAMPION 2ND 3RD

1986 Johan Louter Joe Reis Gustav Heymann

1987 Johan Louter Gustav Heymann Joe Reis

1988 Gustav Heymann Johan Louter Dennis Samson

1989 Gustav Heymann Johan Louter Fanie Viljoen

1990 Gustav Heymann Johan Louter Ivan Charoux

1991 Gustav Heymann Johan Louter
Don Ebsworth /  
Hennie Petzer

1992 Johan Louter Gustav Heymann Don Ebsworth

1993 Johan Louter Gustav Heymann
Fanie Viljoen /  
Don Ebsworth

1994 Fanie Viljoen Gustav Heymann Johan Louter

1995
Fanie Viljoen /  
Gustav Heymann

- Johan Louter

1996 Gustav Heymann Fanie Viljoen Dawie van Rooyen

1997 Gustav Heymann Dawie van Rooyen Anthony Bithrey

1998 Gustav Heymann Anton Heymann Hennie Petzer

1999 Gustav Heymann Anton Heymann Dawie van Rooyen

2000 Gustav Heymann Anthony Bithrey Jan Esterhuizen

2001 Gustav Heymann Anthony Bithrey Jan Esterhuizen

2002 Gustav Heymann Dawie van Rooyen Carel van Heerden (Snr)

2003 Gustav Heymann Anthony Bithrey
Rusty Braga /  
Carel Buitendag (Snr)

2004 Anthony Bithrey Gustav Heymann Dawie van Rooyen

2005 Gustav Heymann Colin Lotz Hennie Petzer

2006 Gustav Heymann Dawie van Rooyen Anthony Bithrey

2007 Gustav Heymann Anthony Bithrey Colin Lotz

2008 Gustav Heymann Graham Wright Colin Lotz

2009
Hennie Petzer /  
Gustav Heymann

- Colin Lotz

YEAR SOUTH AFRICAN CHAMPION 2ND 3RD

1971 Karl Koegler Noel Pietersen Jaapie Taljaard

1972
Jaapie Taljaard /  
Theuns Duminy

- Eddie Nagel

1973 Noel Pietersen Theuns Duminy Chris Rodd

1974 Leon Kay Noel Pietersen Ron Coulson

1975 Mike Seary Heinz Schafferer Noel Pietersen

1976 Mike Seary Heinz Schafferer Gustav Heymann

1977 Jaap Venter Gustav Heymann Gerry Braak

1978 Jaap Venter Gustav Heymann Louis van de Merve

1979 Gustav Heymann Jaap Venter Louis van de Merve

1980
Russell Sheldon /  
Rob Pigott

- Syd Saunders

1981 Syd Saunders Stephanus van Vuuren Russell Sheldon

1982 Johan Louter Russell Sheldon Gustav Heymann

1983 Johan Louter Russell Sheldon Gustav Heymann

1984
Alan Seymour /  
Johan Louter

- Fanie Viljoen

1985 Johan Louter Gustav Heymann Jock Schumann

WINNERS OF 1/32 GROUP C CLASS 
1993 – 1994

WINNERS OF 1/32 PRODUCTION CLASS 
1995 – 1997

YEAR PRODUCTION

1995 Robin Deyzel

1996 Cezar Henriques / Deon Burton

1997 Jock Dennill

YEAR GROUP C

1993 Robin Deyzel

1994 Robin Deyzel / Jose Thomas

WINNERS OF VARIOUS CLASSES
1998 – 2020

YEAR STANDARD GRP 12 MOD PROD 1/32 SCALEX TOURING SCALEX SPORT

1998 Anthony Bithrey Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann -

1999 Dave Greer Gustav Heymann Dave Greer Anthony Bithrey 

2000 Anthony Bithrey Gustav Heymann Lance Cranmer
Mo Mayet /  
Jan Kleynhans

YEAR PRODUCTION 24 MOD PROD 1/32 SCALEX TOURING SCALEX SPORT

2001 Gustav Heymann Jan Esterhuizen Anthony Bithrey Anthony Bithrey

2002 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Alan Paterson
Anthony Bithrey / 
Alan Paterson

2003 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Anthony Bithrey Anthony Bithrey

2004 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

YEAR
PRODUCTION 
24

MOD PROD 
1/32

PROD SPORT
SCALEX 
TOURING

SCALEX 
SPORT

2005
Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Craig Strydom

YEAR GT12
PRODUCTION 
24

F1
SCALEX 
TOURING

SCALEX 
SPORT

2006
Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Anthony 
Bithrey

Anthony 
Bithrey

2007
Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Craig Strydom Craig Strydom

YEAR GT12 PRODUCTION 24 S32 PROD SPORT

2014 Colin Lotz Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

YEAR GT12 PRODUCTION 24 S32 HISTORIC SC24

2015 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

2016 Gustav Heymann Colin Lotz Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

2017 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

YEAR GT12
PRODUCTION 
24

F1
SCALEX 
TOURING

HISTORIC 
SC24

2008
Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Riaan Rowan
Gustav 
Heymann

2009
Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Gustav 
Heymann

Carel v 
Heerden Jnr

Gustav 
Heymann

YEAR GT12 PRODUCTION 24 S32 HISTORIC SC24

2018 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

2019 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

YEAR GT12 PRODUCTION 24 JK24 HISTORIC SC24

2020
Gustav Heymann /
Anthony Bithrey

Louise Petzer
Gustav Heymann / 
Anthony Bithrey

Louise Petzer

YEAR GT12 PRODUCTION 24 S32 HISTORIC SC24

2010 Louise Petzer Hennie Petzer Colin Lotz Colin Lotz

2011 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

2012 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann

2013 Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann Gustav Heymann
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2021 SAMCA RACING NUMBERS

NO. NAME CLUB GRADE

1 Gustav Heymann PMCC Pro

2 Anthony Bithrey PMCC Pro

3 Louise Petzer ELSCC Pro

4 Hennie Petzer ELSCC Pro

5 Marc Rudy ELSCC Expert

6 Charlie Weskamp ELSCC Expert

7 Colin Lotz PEMRCC Pro

8 Mario Grunewald ELSCC Expert

9 Damien Unthank ELSCC Expert

10 Luke Hoffman ELSCC Expert

11 Hendrik Gouws ELSCC Amateur

12 Brian Bennets ELSCC Amateur

13 Christopher Unthank ELSCC Expert

14 Leslie Burmeister ELSCC Amateur

15 Clinton Landman ELSCC Amateur

16 Alex Viljoen ELSCC Amateur

17 Soren Schofield ELSCC Amateur

18 Johan Louter EEMRCC Pro

19 Alex Frow PMCC Pro

20 Mike Frow PMCC Amateur

21 Jan Esterhuizen PMCC Expert

22 Arie Thoenes PMCC Expert

NO. NAME CLUB GRADE

23 Russell Sheldon Ind Expert

24 Louis Van Der Merwe PMCC Expert

25 Shawn Burmeister ELSCC Amateur

26 Mike Kumm ELSCC Expert

27 Brendon Bronkhorst PEMRCC Expert

28 Jacques Burger PEMRCC Amateur

29 Sean Cory PEMRCC Amateur

30 Christo Janse Van Rensburg PEMRCC Amateur

31 Gerald Janse Van Rensburg PEMRCC Amateur

32 Morne Janse Van Rensburg PEMRCC Expert

33 Clinton Johnson PEMRCC Expert

34 Rob Kuter PEMRCC Amateur

35 Arthur Malan PEMRCC Amateur

36 Andre Pieterse PEMRCC Expert

37 Trevlyn Ranger PEMRCC Amateur

38 Arno Landman PEMRCC Amateur

39 Aryan Viljoen PEMRCC Amateur

40 Jordan Johnson PEMRCC Amateur

41 Dave Greer EEMRCC Expert

42 Ashwin Maharaj EEMRCC Expert

43 Dennis Samson Ind Expert

44 Ken Irwin Ind Expert

“If you keep piling in the resources on the problem you 
have today and never allow some resources to go into 

the future, then you will never have that future.”
 

 

– Ross Brawn, Total Competition: Lessons in Strategy from Formula One




